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ON BECOMING EDUMTED r. hamming dee 1988 
What is being educated? I used to ask this question of various people 
at dinner parties when I began full time teaching as a career after some 30 years 
of using mathematics in research at the Bell Telephone Laboratories. I had 
learned, som~thw, to think as a system's engineer, to view the whole as a whole 
and not get confused in the details. 
The answers I got often made me ask, only partially politely, "Pardon me, 
but are you not describing what you think yo ~ <are?" Most people who graduate 
from college think that they are educated - j i~ ask them / Since one often feels .-
that they are , ,hardly educated in many ways, one is farced to ask ones self --~ ou ). w;: ...I-
~ educated and what ~ u mean by the word. ( 
d- 'l 
A little thought reveals that there are many kinds of educated people, 
that being educated is simp {y not a single thing, much as you might wish it to be. 
An educated doctor is not an educated musician, nor an educated engineer, lawyer, 
business man, etc. And when we think about ~eople whom we feel are 
educated we see that there need not be a lot in common. 
NOw mfs t teaching in schools seems to be based on ~ elief that being 
educated is the ability to regurgitate old things that have already been said; 
that the preparation for their coming life can be handled by telling them what 
was done in the past, and only this! Past experience is surely a good guide, 
but it is inadequate in a rapidly changing societyJ The teachers, believing 
that theya ~ are educated, need only tell the students what they themselves 
learned (which may or may not pave pro ~ ved to be adequate for their own lives), 
and need make no preparation for the lives the students are going to lead. 
I undersaand that there are two current theories on how to ~;~ ch o One is 
called the "inductive" method an~
11 
f t assumes that if I show the stu ~ t enough 
well selected cases that the stu ~ t will be able to see the general case. The 
other is that we will simply begin with the general case and tell them, regardless 
of whether or not they are m.n any position to grasp what is being said and implied. 
Clearly both extremes are nonsense, yet both are practiced widely 
and apparently defended stoutly • 
is not finally ~educate cr'1at any moment in time, but rather it is an attitude, 
a process, a style of life. It is a willingness, nay, an eagernes o/ 
to learn new ideas and think new thoughts no matter how long you have lived 
nor how successfully in your own eyes you have been. 
. ~Endless fact 'l'-..~ neithe~ 1 ~ ~ nor great skill in abstaact thinking makes an education; 
both are needed. You need facts to base thinking on, but the facts are not thinki ~ 
and cannot replace thinking. 
Go on to the falacies of "you get what you measure ~ "amt that the whole is 
much greated than the parts, and ~ the optimization of the parts is 
of ten counter pro due ti ve 'tf!> beeornltrg ~ ~ t" ".'.,.a 3 - ~ 1, .. ,:\. .,. {:-. fes-,, <. .J,-> /!._ Cz..:i 
co · l~ \.J:.-C:::..... 
